
Solution steps

The steps for FEM solution are:

1 Set Element nodal dofs.

2 Set global dofs using element dofs.

3 Compute nf from ndof and np and resize and zero stiffness matrix and force vector.

4 Set global prescribed dofs.

5 Set global free dofs.

6 Set dof (free + prescribed) positions.

7 Set F(Ff ).

8 Set element dof maps Me
t .

9 Set element (prescribed) dofs.

10 Compute element stiffness matrix and force vectors.

11 Assemble element stiffnesses and forces to global system.

12 Solve for (free) dofs a from Ka = F.

13 Assign a to nodes and elements.

14 Compute prescribed dof forces: Fp (if needed).

15 Compute (if needed) output nodes and elements.
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Solution steps

We are assuming that 1) domain is discretized (meshing) 2) all
element and node raw data is read 3) p dofs and f dofs with nonzero
force are specified 4) material properties and element types are
specified.

Several steps can be done at once as they involve the same loop over
nodes or elements, but for clarify they are separated in the list.

Some steps (e.g., computation of Fp and element values) are optional.

Some steps can be done in parallel or the order can be changed (e.g.,
computation of Fp and element values).
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Step 1: Set element nodal dofs

We loop over elements, physics, and fields to update each node of elements dof:
for e = 1:ne

for p = 1:elements(e).np np: number of physics
for f = 1:elements(e).physicsp.nfields

update elements(e) nodal dof for nodes having field f
end

end
end
e1 for two physics of solid and thermal each node has 3 dofs: T, Ux, Uy .
e2 and e3 have the two dof of Ux, Uy at their nodes.
e4, whether considered as one or two physics, has 3 dof per node: Ux, Uy , θ.
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Step 2: Set global dofs using element dofs.

Once we have each elements dofs at their nodes, we can form the entire set of dofs
for each node in the domain.

For each node, we loop over elements attached to the node and complete the
node’s set of dof:
for n=1:nNodes

for e:1:number element attached to node n
update node n dofs

end
end

However, we often do not have such information; We know which nodes are
attached to elements, but not other way around.
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Step 2: Set global dofs using element dofs.

We need to change the order of double nested for loop above:
ndof = 0 number of total dof
for e=1:ne

for en=1:neNodes(e) number of nodes of element e
g nn = element(e) (LEM(en)) global node number for element node en
nnew = update node g nn’s dof from element e node en ndofs

nnew is number of newly added dofs
ndof = ndof + nnew keep the ndof updated in this process.

end
end

Each element may add some, all or none to the set of dofs of nodes attached to it, as
shown in next slides.

During this process we also compute ndof (ndof)
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Step 2: Set global dofs using element dofs.

e1: 3 dofs are added to nodes n1, n2, n3, n4.

e2: Ux, Uy dofs are already added at n4.
We keep track of which global dofs correspond to elements nodal dof. For example, in e2,
node 1 dofs Ux, Uy correspond to dof 2 and 3 of global n4 (first dof is T ).
Only two dofs Ux, Uy are added at n5 ⇒ ndof = 12 + 2 = 14.
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Step 2: Set global dofs using element dofs.

e3: no dof is added as n3 and n5 already have Ux, Uy .

e4: θ is added to n5 and Ux, Uy , θ added to n6 ⇒ ndof = 14 + 4 = 18.
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Steps 1 & 2: Difficulties

The two first steps are complicated for the following reasons:
1 Step 1: set-up of element dofs can be a very tedious process in general case since it needs

a nested assembly of dofs at element level from components → fields → physics →
elements.

2 Data structures for labeling physics, fields, components, and their bookkeeping can be
complicated.

3 We need to keep track of element nodal dof map to their corresponding global dof map
(example being in e2 left nodes 1st and 2nd dof correspond to global n4 2nd and 3rd dof
(Ux, Uy)).

4 Number of dof per global node and its composition can change from node to node (e.g.,
T, Ux, Uy vs Ux, Uy , θ in this example).

5 There are many different connections that make general handling of this process difficult;
e.g., consider the hinge connection for two beams. Each beam has a rotational dof, but
that is not shared between the two.
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Steps 1 & 2: Simplified limited case

FEM implementation become considerably simpler for problems where all elements are of
the same type (regardless of number of physics per element).

In this case, we define:

ndpn := Number of dof. per node denoted by ndofpn (448)

There would be identity map between element nodal dof and global nodal dofs. That is,
there is the same set of dofs used for both.

Figure above shows two of such examples:
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Step 3: Set global number of dofs, stiffness, and force.

np (number of prescribed dofs) is an input to FEM analysis.

ndof is computed in step 2.

nf = ndof − np is the number of free dofs.

We size and zero K(Kff ) : nf × nf and F(Ff ) : nf (member of FEM Solver).

While not necessary, for simplicity we also size and zero Fp : np (member of FEM
Solver).
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Step 4: Set global prescribed nodal dof

In next few steps we set all members of nodal dofs.

First, from the list of prescibed dofs with their corresponding values we set:

1 p boolean flag is set to true.
2 Value v for such dofs.

Figure above shows all dofs after p ones are set (with their value).

8 dofs (shown in green) are prescribed dof.
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Step 5: Set global free nodal dof

All the nodal dofs that are not specified to be prescribed are by default free.

We only input free dofs that have nonzero force.

As a result, default value for force f of dofs is zero.

We loop over input list of nonzero free dofs and set their values in nodal dof.

In the figure only two dofs have nonzero free dofs and only those are input to
solver.
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Step 6: dof positions; Step 7: Set F(Ff)

Step 6, dof positions: We loop over nodes and dofs of nodes, increment their
positions in global dofs.

Dofs with p = true have a separate position than free dofs (the former can take
negative values denoted by 1̄, 2̄, . . . , n̄p.

Step 7, set F: While we do the double loop on nodal dofs, we can form the force
vector as well.. This can also be done subsequent to Step 6 altogether.

Figure above shown the numbering after looping over 3 nodes.

The current load vector is:

F =
[

0 0 0 F̄ 0 0 0 0 0 0
]
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Step 6: dof positions; Step 7: Set F(Ff)

After looping over all dofs the final values in load vector are:

F =
[

0 0 0 F̄ 0 0 0 0 0 M̄
]

posf = 0, posp = 0
for n = 1:nNodes

for dofi = 1: node(n).nndof num dof for node (n)
if node(n).ndof(dofi).p == true prescribed dof

posp = posp - 1;
node(n).ndof(dofi).pos = posp;

else free dof
posf = posf + 1;
node(n).ndof(dofi).pos = posf;
F(posf) = node(n).ndof(dofi).f

end
end
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Step 8: Element dof maps Me
t

As mentioned, Me
t is a vector of size nedof that maps elements dofs to global positions.

For element 1, dofs are ordered as (loop over nodes, then loop over dofs for the node):

ae1 =
[
ae11 ae12 · · · ae112

]
=
[
T1 Ux1 Uy1 T2 Ux2 Uy2 T3 Ux3 Uy3 T4 Ux4 Uy4

]
We need to map these dofs to global dofs and have their position in Me

t vector. For
example, 1st dof of node 1 (ae11 = T1) is mapped to first dof of n3 which has position 2.

2nd dof of node 3 (ae18 = Uy2) is mapped to 2nd dof of n1 which has position 2̄(−2).

The map for element e1 is:

Me1
t =

[
2 3 4 3̄ 4̄ 5̄ 1̄ 2̄ 1 5 6 7

]
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Step 8: Element dof maps Me
t

For element 1, dofs are ordered as:

ae2 =
[
ae21 ae22 ae23 ae24

]
=
[
Ux1 Uy1 Ux2 Uy2

]
For example, 1st dof of node 1 (ae21 = Ux1) is mapped to 2nd dof of n4 which has
position 6.
Note that 1st dof of n4 is temperature T .
That is ith dof of node in element is not necessarily mapped to ith dof of corresponding
global node.
The map for element e2 is:

Me2
t =

[
6 7 8 9

]
We also note that node 2 of element (global n5 has 3 dofs from which the rotation θ5 is
not used in e2 and does not contribute to Me2 t
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Step 8: Element dof maps Me
t

In general case, to form Me
t we do the following:

ecdof = 1 dof counter for element
for en = 1: neNodes number of element nodes

gn = LEM(en) global node number for element node en, e.g., gn = 5 for en = 2 in e2
for endof = 1:nndof(en) number of dofs of element node en e.g., nndof(en) = 2 for en = 2 in

e2
gndof = e2globalDofMap(en, endof)

gndof, corresponding dof in gn, e.g., gndof = 2 for endof = 1, en = 2 in e2
dofMap(ecdof) = node(gn).dof(gndof).pos

pos of dof #gndof of global node gn, e.g., 6 for endof = 1, en = 2 in e2
ecdof = ecdof + 1 increment counter

end
end

The bookkeeping for this process (e.g., formation of e2globalDofMap) can be tedious.
The complexity of the formation of dofMap (Me

t ) is: ith dof of node in element is not
necessarily mapped to ith dof of its corresponding global node.
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Step 8: Element dof maps Me
t : Simplified limited case

in Steps 1 and 2 we mentioned that FEM implementation becomes considerably
simpler if we assume all nodes share exactly the same set of dofs.

Examples are bars, beams, trusses, and frames.

In (448) we defined ndpn (ndofpn) as,

ndpn := Number of dof. per node

In this limited scenario ith dof of node in element is mapped to ith dof of its
corresponding global node.
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Step 8: Element dof maps Me
t : Simplified limited case

A simplified pseudo code looks like: ecdof = 1 dof counter for element
for en = 1: neNodes number of element nodes

gn = LEM(en) global node number for element node en
for endof = 1: ndofpn This number is fixed now, e.g., 2 for 2D trusses

dofMap(ecdof) = node(gn).dof(endof).pos
gndof = endof, we bypass some steps here

ecdof = ecdof + 1 increment counter
end

end

Two major simplifications are:

number of dof per node is fixed for all nodes.
gndof = endof: That is dof number endof of node en of element is the same dof in
its corresponding global node. For example U1 in trusses is always 1st dof for
element nodes and 1st for global nodes as well.
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Step 9: Set element dofs ae

To calculate Essential BC force for element feD = keae, we need to set ae.
This step as many other cases can be combined with other steps in one loop over
elements, but for clarity it is described separately.
We can merge this step with Step 8: Element dof maps Me

t by adding lines in red:
edofs = zeros(nedof) element dofs (edof) resized to number of element dofs and zerod
ecdof = 1 dof counter for element
for en = 1: neNodes # element nodes

gn = LEM(en) global node number for element node en, e.g., gn = 5 for en = 2 in e2
for endof = 1:nndof(en) number of dofs of element node en e.g., nndof(en) = 2 for en

= 2 in e2
gndof = e2globalDofMap(en, endof)

gndof, corresponding dof in gn, e.g., gndof = 2 for endof = 1, en = 2 in e2
if (node(gn).dof(gndof).p == true)

dofs(ecdof) = node(gn).dof(gndof).value; e dof val = corresponding global val
end
dofMap(ecdof) = node(gn).dof(gndof).pos

pos of dof #gndof of global node gn, e.g.,6 for endof = 1, en = 2 in e2
ecdof = ecdof + 1 increment counter

end
end
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Step 9: Set element dofs ae: Simplified limited case

Similar to steps 1, 2, and 8, step 9 can be greatly simplified if we assume all nodes share
exactly the same set of dofs.
Noting ndpn (ndofpn) = Number of dof. per node, simplified merged steps 8 & 9 are:
dofs = zeros(nedof) element dofs (edof) resized to number of element dofs and zeroed
ecdof = 1 dof counter for element
for en = 1: neNodes number of element nodes

gn = LEM(en) global node number for element node en
for endof = 1: ndofpn This number is fixed now, e.g., 2 for 2D trusses

if (node(gn).dof(endof).p == true) gndof = endof, we bypass some steps here
dofs(ecdof) = node(gn).dof(endof).value; e dof val = corresponding global val

end
dofMap(ecdof) = node(gn).dof(endof).pos
ecdof = ecdof + 1 increment counter

end
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Step 10: Compute element stiffness/force: 2. Geometry

Geometry of each element is fully described by its nodal coordinates.

We do not enter nodal coordinates for each elements as a part of its data. This
not only considerably enlarges data sets but can easily result in inconsistencies due
to repetition of the same nodal coordinate.

Nodal coordinates are only entered at the global level.

Through element LEM map (element to global nodal map) we would have
element nodal coordinates.

In the figure for the truss element e3:

LEM(e3) = [3 5] ⇒ X1 = [x3 y3]
X2 = [x5 y5]

}
⇒ Lx = x5 − x3

Ly = y5 − y3

}
⇒

Le3 =
√
L2
x + L2

y

ce3 = Lx
Le3

se3 =
Ly
Le3 423 / 458



Step 10: Compute element stiffness/force

Almost all assembly of element stiffness/forces are done in a “black box”.

That is, as far as assembly of local to global stiffnesses and forces are considered,
there is no need to know how the local stiffness matrix is assembled.

This is if an object oriented language is used, most of these functions are virtual
(i.e., different elements have different implementations for these computations
under the same function name).

For multiphysics problems the assembly of physics into the element is very much
similar to assembly of elements into the global system: Each physics assembles its
own part into element system which subsequently will be mapped to global system.

Types of information needed before element stiffness/force computations:
1 Element type: e.g., truss or bar element; 1st, 2nd order, etc..
2 Geometry: Geometry of element (e.g., Le for trusses).
3 Material properties: Properties needed such as A and E for trusses.
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Step 10: Compute element stiffness/force: 1. Element type

Element type refers to general data needed to clearly specify the element type.

For example, e1 is a 2D element of degree one (Q4); elements 2 and 3 are trusses
and element 4 is a frame element.

In general, various specifiers may be used to clearly specify the element type.
However, for our purposes we may simply specify element types by one number
(e.g., 1: truss, 2: beam, etc.).
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Step 10: Compute element stiffness/force: 2. Geometry

Geometry of each element is fully described by its nodal coordinates.

We do not enter nodal coordinates for each elements as a part of its data. This
not only considerably enlarges data sets but can easily result in inconsistencies due
to repetition of the same nodal coordinate.

Nodal coordinates are only entered at the global level.

Through element LEM map (element to global nodal map) we would have
element nodal coordinates.

In the figure for the truss element e3:

LEM(e3) = [3 5] ⇒ X1 = [x3 y3]
X2 = [x5 y5]

}
⇒ Lx = x5 − x3

Ly = y5 − y3

}
⇒

Le3 =
√
L2
x + L2

y

ce3 = Lx
Le3

se3 =
Ly
Le3

(449)
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Step 10: Compute element stiffness/force: 3. Material

Element material refers to parameters/flags needed to specify element parameters.
e.g., for bar/truss elements these are A,E and for beam element are A and I.
Some are geometric in nature for 1D and 2D element (area section A, thickness t, etc.).
Others are parameters of constitutive equation type; e.g., elastic modulus E.
Similar to element nodal data, we do not directly enter material parameters for elements.
Rather, for an FEM simulation we list materials at a global level cf. ({mats} on slide 401);
e.g.,
numMat 3
id numPara paras
1 2 10 10000
2 3 0.01 100 0.3
In the sample data input, material refers to truss element material parameters
A = 10, E = 10000 while material 2 is for 2D solid with
t(thickness) = 0.01, E = 100, ν(Poisson ratio) = 0.3.
At element level a matID refers to global {mats}; e.g.,

For e3,matID = 1, ⇒ A = {mats}(1)(1) = 10, E = {mats}(1)(2) = 10000 (450)
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Step 10: Compute element stiffness/force: Evaluation

The calculation of element stiffness and force is specific to the type of the element.

There are two general approaches to compute stiffness/force:
1 Closed form (analytical) integration: In some instances, particularly for 1D

elements, the integrations in element stiffness and force can be done analytically.
For example for bar element we observed:

ke =
AE

Le

[
1 −1
−1 1

]
(constant A and E) (cf. (374))

fer ≈ re
[
q1
q2

]
, re =

Le

6

[
2 1
1 2

]
(cf.(378))

also for the truss example e3 (390):

ke =
AE

L

[
kb −kb
−kb kb

]
,kb =

[
c2 cs
cs s2

]
for A = 10, E = 10000, & c, s from (449)
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Step 10: Compute element stiffness/force: Evaluation

2 Numerical integration (quadrature):

Most often, especially for 2D and 3D elements, the analytical
evaluation of integrals is either very cumbersome or impossible.
This is particularly true for high order iso- and super-parametric
elements that will be covered later in the course.
Under such circumstances, a numerical integration scheme, i.e., a
quadrature, is used to numerically evaluate all stiffness matrix and
force vector integrals.
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Step 10: Compute element stiffness/force: Forces

While there is only one stiffness matrix we compute, there are several types of

forces that are computed at element level cf. slide 295:

1 Essential BC force feD = keae (cf. (363d)).
2 Natural BC force feN =

∫
∂ef

NeTF̄. ds (cf. (363c)).

3 Source term force: fer =
∫
e
NeT.r dv (cf. (363b)).

4 Other force: Some examples that we did not cover in this course are forces
dues to thermal strain in solids. These forces are very specific to the type of
physics being solved.

The only force that takes exactly the same form regardless of physics is feD.

As we observed, e.g., beam element compared to bar element, feN does not take
exactly the same form and should have a separate implementation for every
physics.

For feN and fer we can generic implementations corresponding to definitions above.
If for a given element the definitions of these forces matches general expression, we
use them otherwise the element should provide its specific implementation.
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Step 10: Compute element stiffness/force: Forces

Motivated by the fact that feD is the only force that always takes the same form,
we defined three force members for elements on slide 393:

feD = Essential BC force

feo = Sum of feN , f
e
r , and possibly all other loads

fee = feD + feo = Total element force

The calculation of feo is specific to a given element (and its physics) and should
have its own particular implementation.

The calculation of feD and fee (summation of two forces) is generic on the other
hand.

This is the motivation for the definition of these functions for element class on

slide 394:

1 Calculate feo : sum of all forces, but feD (virtual)
2 Calculate feD = keae

3 Calculate fee = feD + feo

Again, the keyword virtual means having the same function of all instances of the
object with their own distinct implementation; cf. slide 394.
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Step 11: Assembly from local to global system

K and F (global stiffness and force) are already sized and set to zero.
Element level (local) stiffness and force is calculated (Step 10).
Element local to global dof Me

t is already set (Step 8).
Using dof map, we assemble local values to global values.
Clearly, only free dofs are added to stiffness matrix and force vector.
Element dof values (dofs: ae is also set (Step 9).
feD = keae may not need to be formed and can be directly added to fee .

for e = 1:ne loop over elements
fee = feo element total force = element all forces except essential force
for i = 1:nedof loop over rows of ke; nedof = element # dof

I = dofMap(i) local to global dof map Me
t

if (I > 0) I corresponds to a free dof, we skip prescribed dofs
for j = 1:nedof loop over columns of ke

J = dofMap(j) global dof corresponding to j
if (J > 0) now both I and J are free and can add ke(i,j) to global K

K(I, J) = K(I, J) + ke(i, j)
else J < 0, prescribed dof j; add contributions of feD = keae to fee

fee(i) = fee(i) - ke(i, j) * edofs(j) edofs: element dofs = ae

end
end
F(I) = F(I) + fee(i)element’s total force fee component i’th is computed→added to F(I)

end
end

end
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Step 11: Assembly from local to global system

Rows: In loop over edof (element dofs) we skip prescribed dofs i.

Columns: free columns j: Stiffness is assembled
K(I, J) = K(I, J) + ke(i, j).

Columns: prescribed columns j: f eD is added to total element force
f ee : fee(i) = fee(i) - ke(i, j) * edofs(j).

Force: Once fee is updated with fde (essential BD force), it is
assembled to global F: F(I) = F(I) + fee(i).

Both K and k are symmetric:
1 K can be stored into a symmetric matrix → almost half the storage.
2 ke symmetric: can be stored in symmetric matrix → almost half the

storage.
3 ke symmetric: half the loop computation: instead of looping (i: 1 →

nedof; j: 1 → nedof) we can loop (i: 1 → nedof; j: i → nedof).
How?
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Step 12: Solve global (free) dof a from Ka = F

Two major computational costs during FEM solve are:
1 Assembly: Refers to: all node, element, and dof set up; computation of local

ke and fee; assembly of those to global system. This step scales linearly
versus ne (ne)

2 Linear algebra solution: Ka = F: We solve for unknown a. Although
conceptually simple, this step is a major source of computational cost. It
scales higher than linear versus ne ⇒ As the problem size increases this
term becomes more dominant.

Solution of Ka = F:

WE DO NOT OBTAIN a from a = K−1F: We do not invert K.
We only solve the problem for the specific RHS of F.
In Comparison K−1 corresponds to the solution of Ka = F for nf RHS of
F = ei, i = 1, . . . , nf where nf is the number of rows (and columns) of K.
We employ methods such as LU factorization that computationally only solve
the problem for the given RHS F.
We take advantage of the structure of stiffness matrix: symmetry,
bandedness, sparsity in choosing the right solution technique.
order of free dofs affects band of the matrix → various algorithms reorder free
dofs such that the matrix band get smaller and the solution cost is optimized.
In your term projects you can simply employ simply compute
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Step 13: Assign a to nodes and elements

Once we obtain global free dofs (a dofs) we assign the values of free
nodal dof and elements’ free dofs:

1 Nodes: loop over nodes (outer loop) and dofs (inner loop) and for free
dofs we set their values equal to corresponding position in a.

2 elements: dofMap (Me
t ) provides a direct map to global a and we set

element free dof values that were not known before the solution.
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Step 13: Assign a to nodes and elements: a) nodes

Loop over nodes (outer loop), loop over nodes’ dofs (inner loop), for free dofs set their
values equal to their corresponding values in dofs (a).

for n = 1:nNodes
for dofi = 1: node(n).nndof num dof for node (n)

if node(n).ndof(dofi).p == false free dof
posn = node(n).ndof(dofi).pos position of dof in global free F
node(n).ndof(dofi).v = dofs(posn) set free dof val to corresponding val in global dofs (a)

end
end
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Step 13: Assign a to nodes and elements: b) elements

Loop over element (outer loop), dofs of element (inner loop), from the map (dofMap:
Me
t ) directly get their corresponding global dof; if a free dof set it equal to corresponding

values in dofs (a).

for e = 1:ne loop over elements
for i = element(e).nedof loop over element dofs; nedof = # dof (nedof)

posn = element(e).dofMap(i) corresponding global position using dofMat (Me
t )

if (posn > 0) free dof
element(e).edofs(i) = dofs(posn)

set free element dof ae to corresponding val in global dofs (a)
end

end

end
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Step 14: Compute prescribed dof forces

⇒
At global nodes, the only unknowns at this stage are prescribed forces (reaction
forces for solid mechanics).

To set global nodal prescribed forces we need to:

1 Compute all element forces: feo (all forces but feD is calculated), we
add this to contributions from nodal dof values (previously known
prescribed and newly solved free dofs).

2 Add element nodal forces to get global nodal forces: The
contribution (sum) of all element forces at a given prescribed dof is
equal to the prescribed force (reaction force) at that dof. For
convenient we store these values in Fp (np vector).

3 Assign prescribed global nodal dof forces from their corresponding
values in Fp.

loop over elements → steps 1 & 2; loop over nodes → step 3.
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Step 14: Compute prescribed dof forces: a) elements

Total forces at element nodes have two sources:
1 (a) Nodal dof values feD: For example in solid mechanics nodal displacements

generate forces. This is the force feD = keae. During solution only prescribed dofs
in ae were known and only their contribution was considered.

2 (b) All other forces feo : All other forces are transferred to equivalent nodal forces.
This is shown in figure (b) for sample source term forces. Equivalency means that
we can replace all forces but those caused by nodal dof values with feo ⇒ To
balance all other contributions with nodal forces, negative of feo is exerted at nodes.

The total nodal forces at nodes are feD − feo which is −fee (the total element equivalent
force used during assembly).
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Step 14: Compute prescribed dof forces: a) elements

Steps for calculation of Fp from elements: 1. calculation of element nodal forces; 2.
Assembling those to correct position in Fp. Corresponding pseudocode:

for e = 1:ne loop over elements
fee = feo element total force = element all forces except essential force
for i = 1:nedof loop over rows of ke; nedof = element # dof

I = dofMap(i) local to global dof map Me
t

if (I < 0) I corresponds to a prescribed dof, we skip free dofs
for j = 1:nedof loop over columns of ke. ALL columns (dofs) of p and f used

fee(i) = fee(i) - ke(i, j) * edofs(j) edofs: element dofs = ae

end
Fp(-I) = F(-I) - fee(i)

1. element’s total force fee component i’th is computed→added to Fp(-I)
2. -I used because I < 0: prescribed dof
3. fee is subtracted

end
end

end
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Step 14: Compute prescribed dof forces: b) nodes

⇒

Now that Fp is computed, we need to loop over nodes, and their prescribed dofs to set
them to corresponding forces in Fp. Corresponding pseudocode:

for n = 1:nNodes
for dofi = 1: node(n).nndof num dof for node (n)

if node(n).ndof(dofi).p == true prescribed dof
posn = node(n).ndof(dofi).pos position of dof in global prescribed force Fp
node(n).ndof(dofi).f = Fp(-posn)

1. set prescribed dof force to corresponding force in global Fp (Fp)
2. posn < 0; prescribed dof

end
end

end
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Step 15: Compute/output nodes & elements: a) nodes

After free dof values and prescribed dof forces are calculated, we can output the results.
Node output is general, while element output is specific to its type. Sample pseudocode:

for n = 1:nNodes
print: node (n) from (nNodes) nodes
coord: (node(n).coordinate)
for dofi = 1: node(n).nndof num dof for node (n)

print dof:
dof (dofi) from (node(n).nndof) dofs

Field: (node(n).ndof(dofi).Field)
Index: (node(n).ndof(dofi).index)
Value: (node(n).ndof(dofi).value)
Force: (node(n).ndof(dofi).force)
prescribed: (node(n).ndof(dofi).p) may only be output for debugging purposes
position: (node(n).ndof(dofi).position) may only be output for debugging purposes

end
end

Refer to slides 398 and 397 for other data members in node and dof objects.
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Step 15: Compute/output nodes & elements: b) elements

The computation and output of an element is again a black box function.

Each element has its own specific compute/output function.

For example, for truss elements we only need to compute axial force (figure above, also cf.
315 and (387)):

T = AE {c(U3 − U1) + s(U4 − U2)}

For a beam element, moment M and shear force V change along the beam and they need
a completely different process for computation (cf. page 374).

These functions will be virtual in an object-oriented language. Sample pseudocode:

For example, the virtual function’s implementation for a truss element computes and
outputs T from equation above/

for e = 1:ne loop over elements
elements(e).Compute Output Element() virtual function on page 394

end
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